second cutting head

≥2270 deskside shredder
two separate cutting heads with separate feed openings—one for paper and one for CDs ❙ window
in removable shred bin shows amount of shreds collected ❙ integrated collection tray in shred bin
keeps plastic shreds separate from paper ❙ automatic start and stop controlled by photo cell ❙
single, multifunction control switch with pilot light for stand-by, stop (off), and reverse ❙ transparent
safety shield in the feed opening ❙ high quality, hardened steel cutting shafts take staples, paper
clips, credit cards, and CDs ❙ lifetime warranty on the cutting shafts ❙ quiet and powerful single
phase motor ❙ double protection against overheating ❙ durable gears enclosed in dust-proof
housing ❙ automatic power cut-off when shred bin is removed from cabinet ❙ high quality wooden
cabinet ❙ 5 gallon shred volume for paper ❙ 3/4 gallon shred volume (approximate) for CDs and
credit cards
Dimensions (D x W x H): 8 3⁄ 4 x 13 1⁄ 2 x 21 inches, Shipping weight: 32 lbs.

Separate cutting head for CDs
has a dedicated feed slot with
start and stop controlled by
photo cell.
two shred containers

The easy-access bin with window
eliminates the need for bags and
has a separate container for
plastic shreds.

≥2270 strip-cut
Strip width
3/16"
(4 mm)
Sheet capacity 10-12*
Security level
2
Feed opening
8 3 ⁄ 4"
Max. horsepower 1/5
≥2270 cross-cut
Particle size
1/8" x 1"
(3 x 25 mm)
Sheet capacity 5-6*
Security level
3
Feed opening
8 3 ⁄ 4"
Max. horsepower 1/5
* may vary due to variations in paper
and power supply
All technical data is approximate and subject to change. © MBM Corporation, 1/2010.
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